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F1 hybrids in Arabidopsis and crop species are uniform and high
yielding. The F2 generation loses much of the yield advantage and
the plants have heterogeneous phenotypes. We generated pure
breeding hybrid mimic lines by recurrent selection and also se-
lected a pure breeding small phenotype line. The hybrid mimics
are almost completely homozygous with chromosome segments
from each parent. Four particular chromosomal segments from
C24 and 8 from Ler were present in all of the hybrid mimic lines,
whereas in the F6 small phenotype line, the 12 segments were
each derived from the alternative parent. Loci critical for promot-
ing hybrid vigor may be contained in each of these 12 conserved
segments. We have identified genes with similar altered expres-
sion in hybrid mimics and F1 plants but not in the small phenotype
line. These genes may be critical for the generation of hybrid
vigor. Analysis of transcriptomes indicated that increased expres-
sion of the transcription factor PHYTOCHROME-INTERACTING FACTOR
(PIF4) may contribute to hybrid vigor by targeting the auxin
biosynthesis gene YUCCA8 and the auxin signaling gene IAA29.
A number of auxin responsive genes promoting leaf growth were
up-regulated in the F1 hybrids and hybrid mimics, suggesting
that increased auxin biosynthesis and signaling contribute to
the hybrid phenotype. The hybrid mimic seeds had earlier germi-
nation as did the seeds of the F1 hybrids, indicating cosegregation
of the genes for rosette size and the germination trait. Early germi-
nation may be an indicator of vigorous hybrids.
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Two features common to hybrids in many crops are the in-creased yield and phenotypic uniformity of the F1 hybrid
generation and the reduced yield and phenotypic heterogeneity
of the F2 generation (1). These characteristics also apply to the
F1 and F2 populations in Arabidopsis hybrids (2). The processes
of capture of light and assimilation of CO2 into photosynthate
are the same in the hybrid and parents and as the hybrids have
larger leaves than their parents, they produce more photosyn-
thate (3).
In a previous paper (2), transcriptome analyses showed that in
the hybrids, most genes are expressed at the same levels as in the
parents. Compared with the average level of gene expression in
the parents, ∼2,000 genes (6% of the genome) have altered ex-
pression in the hybrids and are likely to be involved in the gen-
eration of the hybrid vigor phenotype. Many of the differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) encode proteins in key metabolic
pathways such as the plant hormone systems auxin and salicylic
acid (SA) and the basal defense response, suggesting that these
pathways contribute to the development of hybrid vigor (4).
Altered hormone abscisic acid (ABA) and defense response have
also been reported in rice hybrids (5). Despite the contrasting
phenotypes of the F1 and F2 populations, we were able to de-
velop “pure breeding” F5/F6 lines with phenotypes comparable
to the F1 hybrids (hybrid mimics) (2). The hybrid mimic lines
retained the production properties of the F1 hybrids in biomass
and had phenotypic uniformity in the F5/F6 and subsequent
generations. Transcriptome analysis of the hybrid mimics showed
that many differentially expressed genes in the F1 hybrids maintain
their expression levels in the hybrid mimics. In contrast to the
heterozygous F1 hybrids, the genomes of the hybrid mimics are
homozygous for chromosome segments contributed by both par-
ents (2).
In the present paper, we characterized an additional F6 hybrid
mimic line with F1 hybrid-like phenotype and three other
F6 lines with smaller phenotypes. This allowed us to identify
pathways and chromosome segments operating in the F1 hybrid
and hybrid mimics but not in the small phenotype plants. In-
creased expression of a transcription factor gene, PHYTOCHROME-
INTERACTING FACTOR 4 (PIF4), was associated with the
large plant phenotype of the F1 hybrid and hybrid mimics
through altered auxin biosynthesis and downstream signaling. In
contrast, the F6 small line did not show increased PIF4 activity.
The F1 hybrids and the three hybrid mimic lines had similar
developmental characteristics in early as well as later stages of
growth. The F1 hybrids and hybrid mimics had earlier seed
germination than the parents; the small line germinated later
than the parents. Rapid germination could be a precursor of
vigor in the mature hybrid plant.
Results
Hybrid Mimic Lines Are Similar to the F1 Hybrids. The F1 hybrid
produced by crossing C24 and Landsberg erecta (Ler) accessions
had substantial hybrid vigor in both biomass and seed yield
phenotypes (6). The phenotype of the heterozygous F1 hybrid is
highly uniform, but there were several phenotypes in the F2 pop-
ulation. We found that by using individual F2 plants in a stringent
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recurrent phenotypic selection program, plants with a phenotype
similar to the selected F2 plant were produced in a few gener-
ations (2). We have generated six pure breeding F6 plant lines
and assessed the growth patterns of these lines against those of
the parents and F1 hybrids (Fig. S1). The reciprocal F1 hybrids
showed growth heterosis in the first week, but they were also
subject to maternal influence; by 15 d after sowing (DAS) the
growth difference between the reciprocal hybrids was negligible
(7) and they had similar phenotypes in rosette diameter, leaf
morphology, and fresh weight (Fig. 1 A and B). The three
F6 hybrid mimic lines: HM-W, HM-S, and HM-G had growth
patterns resembling the F1 hybrids, and at 15 DAS were similar
to the hybrids in plant size and aerial fresh weight (Fig. 1 A and B
and Fig. S1A). The F1 hybrids and hybrid mimics flowered within
the time frame of the two parents (17–38 DAS) (Dataset S1,
Table S1) and were ∼60% larger than the larger parent C24 at 35
DAS (Fig. S1B). The small phenotype line, Sml-D was early
flowering with fresh weight approximately half the average
weight of the parents at 15 DAS (Fig. 1 A and B and Dataset S1,
Table S1). By 35 DAS, the rosette diameter of Sml-D was about
half the rosette diameter of the parents and was much smaller
than the hybrids and hybrid mimics (Fig. S1B). Two other
F6 medium lines: Med-E and Med-F had plant sizes similar to
the parents until 23 DAS when Med-F and the Ler parent
flowered. Med-E had a flowering time similar to the later flow-
ering parent C24 (C24: 30 ± 5 DAS, Med-E: 33 ± 5 DAS) and
was larger than both parents at 35 DAS (Fig. S1 and Dataset S1,
Table S1).
The similarity between the F1 hybrids and the three hybrid
mimic lines was evident as early as seed germination. The C24/
Ler F1 hybrids germinate earlier than the parents (7). In the
present experiment, both reciprocal hybrids and the three hybrid
mimic lines had germination times ∼10–12 h ahead of the par-
ents [34 vs. 44–46 h after sowing (HAS)] (Fig. S2). At 36 h after
sowing when parental seeds were 50% germinated, ∼90% of the
seeds of the F1 hybrids and the three hybrid mimic lines had
germinated. Plant lines Med-E and Med-F, with growth patterns
similar to the parents until 23 DAS, had germination times close
to those of the parents, although Med-E germinated slightly
before either parent. The small plant line, Sml-D, germinated
21–23 h later than the parents, with 100% germination by 88 h
after sowing (Table 1 and Fig. S2).
Genomes of F6 Hybrid Mimic Lines. The genomes of three siblings
from each of the independent mimic lines were characterized by
SNP analysis (Dataset S1, Tables S2 and S3). The mimic plants
were almost completely homozygous with chromosomal seg-
ments from both parents, half from the C24 parent, and half
from Ler (Fig. 1C and Fig. S3). In the mimic lines, residual
heterozygosity ranged from 0.1% to 12.6% of the total SNPs in
the genome; one HM-S plant was heterozygous for one arm of
chromosome 1, accounting for 12.3% of the SNPs in the genome
(Dataset S1, Table S3). Because this plant and its two siblings
had the same phenotype for rosette diameter, the DNA seg-
ments carrying genes responsible for the large plant size of the
HM-S line were unlikely to be present in this arm of chromo-
some 1 (Fig. 1B and Fig. S3). Approximately 60% of genes have
the same genotypes between hybrid mimic lines HM-W and HM-S
and between HM-S and HM-G, but not between HM-W and
HM-G (47%); in lines Med-F and Sml-D, 70% of the genes had
the same allelic makeup; the level of similarity in segmental
genotype was reflected in similar growth patterns and germina-
tion times between these two lines (Figs. S1 and S2).
Fig. 1. Hybrid mimic lines have phenotypes similar to the F1 hybrids. (A) Photographs of the two parents (C24 and Ler), the F1, and selected lines at 15 DAS.
(Scale bar, 1 cm; applies to all images.) (B) Rosette diameter and aerial fresh weight of the two parents (C24 and Ler), the F1, and the selected lines at 15 DAS.
* indicates significant differences from the mid-parent value (MPV) at P < 0.05. Error bars = SEM n ≥ 3. The black dotted line represents MPV. (C) Repre-
sentation of the genotype of chromosome 1 of three sibling plants from each F6 plant line. Each line along the chromosomes represents a SNP. The red/blue/
green bars represent the genotypes C24 homozygous, Ler homozygous, and C24/Ler heterozygous (Heter.). (D) Location of 12 chromosomal segments with
the same parental genotype in three hybrid mimic lines (HM-W, HM-S, and HM-G), and not in the small line (Sml-D). The red/blue bars represent the genotypes
C24 homozygous, Ler homozygous conserved in the hybrid mimic lines.
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The F6 plants selected on the basis of a phenotype resembling
the F1 hybrids had similar phenotypes to the selected F2 plant
and to each other (hybrid mimics). We identified 12 chromo-
somal segments (4 from C24 and 8 from Ler) present in all three
hybrid mimic lines. The F6 line selected for a small phenotype
(Sml-D) had the opposite parental source for each of the 12 seg-
ments (Fig. 1D, Fig. S3, and Dataset S1, Table S4). For example,
one third of chromosome 1 was homozygous for Ler in the three
hybrid mimic lines, but in the small line (Sml-D), the same region
was derived from C24 (Fig. 1 C and D and Fig. S3). Approximately
6,400 genes are located in the 12 chromosome segments, and 21%
of these genes had different expression levels in C24 and Ler
(1,348 genes); in the hybrid mimic and small lines, the alternative
genomic segments produce different expression levels. Of these
12 chromosomal segments in the hybrid mimic lines, 3 were present
in the medium line Med-E and 5 were present in the Med-F line.
The absence of some of the hybrid mimic conserved chromo-
somal segments could be associated with the smaller plant size of
the Med-E and Med-F lines compared with the size of the hybrid
mimics (Fig. S3 and Dataset S1, Table S4).
Transcriptome Analysis of Parents, Hybrid, and Hybrid Mimics. The
presence of the two genomes in the same nucleus of the hybrid
makes interaction possible between genes and gene products
from the two parental genomes. Transinteractions could result in
the altered gene expression levels that generate hybrid vigor.
Transcriptomes of parents, hybrids, and hybrid mimics were
analyzed to identify genes with the same altered patterns of ex-
pression in hybrids and hybrid mimics. Aerial tissue of 15-d-old-
seedlings of the C24 and Ler parents, the reciprocal hybrids, and
the six F6 plant lines was used for transcriptome analyses
(Dataset S1, Table S2). A total of 6,169 genes were differentially
expressed between the two parents, with approximately half
expressed at a higher level in C24 than in Ler (Fig. 2A). A total of
2,059 genes were differentially expressed in the hybrids relative
to the average expression level in the parents [mid-parent value
(MPV)] (Fig. 2B). There were 157 genes with transcription fac-
tor activity in the nonadditively expressed genes in the hybrids
(8) (Dataset S1, Table S5), suggesting that many of the differentially
expressed genes in the F1 hybrids could have been subjected to
transregulation by these transcription factors. Metabolic pathways
that were enriched in the nonadditively expressed genes included
“response to hormone stimulus” (75 genes), “photosynthesis”
(18 genes), and “lipid transport” (14 genes) (Dataset S1, Table
S5). Approximately half of the hormone-associated differentially
expressed genes in the F1 hybrids were annotated as genes
responding to auxin stimulus (34 genes). Of the 14 genes involved
in lipid transport, 10 were down-regulated in the F1 hybrids rel-
ative to the parents (Dataset S1, Table S6), indicating that the
hybrids and the parents differ in lipid metabolic activities (9).
Down-regulated genes included 18 nuclear-encoded photosyn-
thesis genes with products involved in photosystems I and II
(Dataset S1, Table S6). The down-regulation of these genes did
not alter photosynthesis efficiency, as the parents and hybrids have
the same rate of photosynthesis per unit area (3). Previously
we found that down-regulated defense response genes were sig-
nificantly (P < 0.05) overrepresented in the F1 nonadditive genes
(4), but in the present analysis, the down-regulated defense re-
sponse genes were only marginally enriched.
Between 3,170 and 5,318 genes were differentially expressed in
the F6 plant lines relative to the MPV of the parents (Fig. 2B).
There were more DEGs shared between the hybrids and the
hybrid mimic lines than between the hybrids and the small plants
(Fig. 2C). More DEGs were shared between the two hybrid
mimic lines HM-W and HM-S than between HM-W and HM-G,
or between HM-S and HM-G (Fig. 2 C–E); this finding is con-
sistent with the similar growth patterns and cotyledon sizes at the
early stage between HM-W and HM-S (Fig. S1A, Inset).
Table 1. Proportion of germinated seeds from the two parents C24 and Ler, F1 hybrids, and F6 plant lines at 28, 36, 44, and
88 HAS
Time after sowing C24 (%) Ler (%) C24 × Ler (%) Ler × C24 (%) HM-W (%) HM-S (%) HM-G (%) Med-E (%) Med-F (%) Sml-D (%)
28 HAS 2 2 30 35 2 42 17 2 0 0
36 HAS 53 50 95 98 88 92 100 68 53 24
44 HAS 80 71 95 100 93 97 100 88 75 34
88 HAS 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Fig. 2. Transcriptome analysis of parents, hybrid, and hybrid mimics.
(A) Genes totaling 6,169 were differentially expressed between C24 and Ler
parents. (B) The numbers of genes in the F1 hybrids and F6 lines differen-
tially expressed compared with the average expression level of the parents
(MPV). (C) Venn diagram of differentially expressed genes in the F1 hybrids
and the F6 plant lines. (D) Venn diagram of up-regulated differentially
expressed genes shared by the F1 hybrids and the three hybrid mimic lines.
(E) Venn diagram of down-regulated differentially expressed genes shared
by the F1 hybrids and the three hybrid mimic lines.
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The 2,059 genes differentially expressed in the F1 hybrid (F1
DEGs) were scored for their expression levels in the hybrid
mimics and the other F6 lines and shown in gene expression heat
maps (Fig. 3A). The HM-W and HM-S hybrid mimic lines had
the highest percentage of differentially expressed loci expressed
similarly to the F1 DEGs (HM-W: 53%, HM-S: 65%); only
1–2% were changed in the opposite direction of expression. In
the HM-G hybrid mimic line, 22% of the F1 DEGs retained their
differential levels of expression, and 3% of the F1 DEGs had an
opposite direction of changes to the DEGs in the HM-G line
(Fig. 3). The lower number of F1 DEGs present in HM-G might
indicate that these are the loci most critical to the development of
the F1 hybrid phenotype.
In the other F6 lines, the majority of the F1 DEGs (71–80%)
were expressed at parental levels. F1 DEGs were expressed in
Med-E in a similar (9%) or opposite (11%) direction to the
F1 hybrid (Fig. 3). The Med-E plants had a larger size in later
stages of growth, but not at 15 DAS (Fig. S1); they showed more
similarity of gene expression to the hybrid in the rosette leaves at
28 DAS (2). The Sml-D line had the fewest F1 DEGs (8%)
expressed at levels similar to the hybrids, and 11% of the F1
DEGs had expression patterns opposite to that of the hybrids
(Fig. 3).
In Arabidopsis, plant biomass and flowering time are corre-
lated, with earlier flowering plants being smaller than those that
flower later. Med-F and Sml-D with flowering times as early as
15–18 DAS had small rosette sizes at the mature plant stage (Fig.
S1 and Dataset S1, Table S1). At 15 DAS, as in the HM-G line
(22%), 21% of the F1 DEGs were expressed similarly in the
F1 hybrids and the Med-F line (Fig. 3) with an expectation that
Med-F should have a large phenotype; but early flowering may
have prevented this line from reaching a large plant size (Dataset
S1, Table S1).
F1 Hybrids and F6 Hybrid Mimic Lines Had Similar Changes in the
Levels of Expression of Genes in Hormonal Pathways. A total of
258 DEGs were shared between the F1 hybrids and the three
hybrid mimic lines, both in the levels of expression and the di-
rection of change (Fig. 2 D and E and Dataset S1, Table S7); of
those in the small line, 195 genes (76%) were either differentially
expressed in an opposite direction or expressed at MPV, sug-
gesting that alternative alleles segregated with the two contrast-
ing phenotypic selections. Of the 135 genes up-regulated in the
F1 hybrids and all three hybrid mimics, the response-to-hormone-
stimulus term was enriched (Dataset S1, Table S8); many genes were
associated with indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) (auxin), ethylene (ET),
brassinosteroid (BR), gibberellic acid (GA), and cytokinin (CK),
emphasizing the role of hormones in the generation of the hybrid
vigor phenotype (Dataset S1, Table S7). In the 123 down-regulated
genes shared by the hybrids and the three hybrid mimics, there was an
overrepresentation of the number of genes in the “carbohydrate
biosynthetic process” term (six genes) (Dataset S1, Table S9). The
altered gene activities in the F1 hybrids and in the three hybrid mimic
lines were not present in the small or medium lines (Dataset S1, Table
S10). Two genes involved in starch biosynthesis, ADP-GLUCOSE
PYROPHOSPHORYLASE 3 (APL3) and BRANCHING ENZYME 1
(DBE1) were down-regulated in the hybrids and the three hybrid
mimic lines, but were up-regulated or had no change in the medium
or small phenotype lines (Dataset S1, Table S10).
Auxin Pathway Responses. Auxin is critical for embryogenesis and
leaf development (10) and it has been suggested that it con-
tributes to hybrid vigor in both Arabidopsis and rice (4, 11). The
Fig. 3. Hybrid mimic lines show gene expression profiles similar to the hybrids. (A) Heat maps showing the expression levels of the 2,059 F1 differentially
expressed genes (DEGs) relative to the MPV in the hybrids and F6 plant lines. The red/green colors indicate the up-/down-regulated fold change (FC) from the
MPV. Each data point represents the mean of at least three biological replicates. (B) The proportion of genes in each expression category in the heat maps (A)
in the various lines represented as a histogram.
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YUCCA flavin monooxygenases are key enzymes catalyzing the
rate-limiting step in auxin biosynthesis (12). Up-regulation of
YUCCA genes results in elevated IAA levels (12). Of the 11
Arabidopsis YUCCA genes, YUC8 was up-regulated in the hy-
brids and in the three hybrid mimic lines, but was expressed at a
level similar to the parents in the medium and small lines (Fig.
4A). YUC2 and YUC5 were also up-regulated in the hybrids and
in two mimic lines: HM-W and HM-S (P < 0.05); both genes
showed an up-regulation in the HM-G line (YUC2: P = 0.11,
YUC5: P = 0.06) (Fig. S4A).
Aux/IAA and the auxin response factors (ARFs) are two
major protein families in the auxin signaling pathway (13). Aux/
IAA proteins are short-lived transcription factors. At low auxin
concentrations, Aux/IAA proteins form heterodimers with ARF
proteins and repress the transcriptional activities of ARFs. In-
creasing auxin accelerates the degradation of the AUX/IAA
proteins and the ARF proteins released from the heterodimers
modulate down-stream target genes such as the auxin responsive
genes (14). Of the 23 members of the ARF family, only one was
differentially expressed in the F1 hybrids but it was not in the
hybrid mimics (Fig. S4B). Among the 29 genes in the Aux/IAA
family, only IAA29 showed up-regulated transcription in the
hybrids and the hybrid mimics. It was expressed at low levels in
the medium and small lines (Fig. 4A and Fig. S4B).
Two auxin-inducible genes BR ENHANCED EXPRESSION 1
and 3 (BEE1 and BEE3) (15) showed expression patterns con-
sistent with increased expression of YUC8, producing increased
levels of auxin (Fig. 4B and Fig. S4C). The up-regulation of BEE1
and BEE3 in the hybrids and hybrid mimics did not occur in the
medium and small lines (Fig. 4B and Fig. S4C). A number of
auxin-responsive genes associated with increasing cell expansion
such as ARGOS-LIKE (AUXIN-REGULATEDGENE INVOLVED
IN ORGAN SIZE, ARGOS) (ARL), SMALL AUXIN UP-
REGULATED 3 (SAUR3), SAUR15, SAUR50, SAUR78, EXPANSIN-
LIKE A1 (EXLA1), EXLA3, and EXPANSIN A16 (EXPA16) were
up-regulated in the F1 hybrids and the hybrid mimic lines, but not
in the medium and/or small lines (Fig. 4B) (16–18). Reduced
expression of ARL results in decreased size of cotyledons, whereas
overexpression of ARL leads to an increase in cotyledon size (18).
The cotyledon areas of SAUR50 and SAUR65 overexpression lines
were significantly larger than wild-type cotyledons (16) and
overexpression of SAUR76, SAUR77, or SAUR78 showed in-
creased plant size (17). The phenotypes of the F6 lines were
consistent with these results, the hybrid mimic lines having larger
cotyledons than the medium and small lines (Fig. S1A, Inset).
These results suggest a subset of auxin-responsive genes contrib-
utes to the large phenotypes of the hybrids and hybrid mimics.
PIF4 Regulation of Auxin May Contribute to Hybrid Leaf Biomass.
YUC8 and IAA29 were similar in their patterns of gene expres-
sion between different plant lines (Fig. 4A). Both genes were
expressed at higher levels in hybrid mimic lines than in the hy-
brids. The promoters of YUC8 and IAA29 are bound and acti-
vated by the light perception transcription factor, phytochrome-
interacting factor 4 (PIF4). Overexpression of PIF4 doubles the
expression level of YUC8 and elevates endogenous-free IAA
levels to 50% above wild type (19). The expression of IAA29 was
increased in a 35S-PIF4 overexpression line, and decreased in
the pif4 pif5 double mutant compared with the wild type (20). In
our experiments, PIF4 was up-regulated in the F1 hybrids and
the three hybrid mimics and down-regulated in the small line
(Sml-D) (Fig. 4A). The alteration in transcript level of PIF4 was
less than the change of the YUC8 and IAA29 transcript levels in
Fig. 4. The F1 hybrids and F6 hybrid mimic lines had altered expression of auxin-related genes. (A) The relative expression of YUC8, IAA29, and PIF4. The
transcriptome data for each gene are shown as normalized reads. The black dotted line represents MPV. (B) Heat maps showing the expression level of auxin-
related differentially expressed genes in the F1 hybrids and F6 plant lines. Red/green colors indicate the up-/down-regulated fold change (FC) from the MPV.
“>” or “<” indicates that expression shows an up or down trend but the change is not significant (P > 0.05 from the MPV). (C) PIF4 was up-regulated in the
3-, 5-, and 7-d-old seedlings of F1 hybrids and in the leaves of 28-d-old plants of the F1 hybrids compared with the MPV. ** indicates significant differences at
P (Student’s t test) <0.01 from MPV. * indicates significant differences at P < 0.05 from MPV. Error bars = SEM. The percentages (in red) represent the in-
creased levels of PIF4 expression in the hybrids relative to the MPV.
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the hybrids and the hybrid mimics, possibly due to PIF4 being a
transcription factor where a minor change of expression can be
amplified by signaling cascades resulting in changes in the activity of
downstream targets. The activities of PIF4 target genes including
1-AMINO-CYCLOPROPANE-1-CARBOXYLATE SYNTHASE 8
(ACS8), ETHYLENE-INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3), GIBBERELLIC
ACID INSENSITIVE (GAI),ARABIDOPSIS THALIANAHOMBOX
PROTEIN 2 (ATHB2) and CYTOKININ OXIDASE 5 (CKX5) (21)
mostly corresponded to the transcript level of PIF4 in the different
F6 lines (Fig. S5).
PIF4 May Contribute to F1 Heterosis at More than One Growth Stage.
The C24/Ler F1 hybrids showed growth vigor relative to parents
as early as the first week after sowing (7). Heterosis was well
established at 7 DAS in both reciprocal hybrids with cotyledon
areas exceeding the MPV by 6.5% and 22.7% (7). At 3 DAS,
when the hybrids first had growth vigor in cotyledon size, PIF4
had a 76% higher level of expression in the hybrids than the
MPV and much higher than either parent (Fig. 4C). At 5 and 7
DAS, there was significant up-regulation of PIF4 in the hybrids
over the MPV (5 DAS: 23%; 7 DAS: 13%), with PIF4 expressed
in the C24 parent at levels close to that in the hybrids (Fig. 4C).
A higher level of the PIF4 target gene IAA29 relative to the
MPV was found in the hybrids at 5 DAS and 7 DAS (Fig. S4D).
Expression of IAA29 was not able to be detected at 3 DAS. The
PIF4 target gene YUC8 showed no change of expression in the
5-d and 7-d-old-seedlings of F1 hybrids compared with the MPV.
PIF4 is expressed mainly in the aerial tissues of young seedlings
(22, 23), YUC8 is mainly expressed in the roots (24), so change in
expression in the cotyledons may not have been detected.
Genes associated with “response to auxin stimulus” were
overrepresented in the F1 nonadditive genes at 3 and 5 DAS (3
DAS: 47 genes; 5 DAS: 30 genes), but not at 7 DAS (Dataset S1,
Tables S11 and S12). This finding is consistent with the cotyle-
dons expanding rapidly before 7 DAS. Over 70% of these dif-
ferentially expressed auxin-responsive genes were up-regulated
in the F1 hybrids relative to the parents (3 DAS: 72%; 5 DAS:
76.6%) (Dataset S1, Table S13), suggesting elevated auxin sig-
naling pathways in the F1 hybrids at early growth stages.
At 28 DAS, PIF4 was up-regulated ∼50% in the hybrids relative
to either parent (Fig. 4C). Up-regulated expression of YUC8,
IAA29, and downstream auxin-responsive genes such as the SAUR
genes was detected in both reciprocal F1 hybrids (Fig. S4E and
Dataset S1, Table S13). These results suggest that increased PIF4
expression through its control of auxin levels contributes to the
F1 heterotic phenotype at a number of growth stages.
Intercrossing of Hybrid Mimics Increases Growth Vigor. Although
hundreds of differentially expressed genes were shared by the
three hybrid mimic lines, large numbers were unique to each line
(Fig. 2 C–E). During the recurrent selection process, different
subsets of genes could have been included in the genomes of the
independent hybrid mimic lines.
Up-regulated “auxin biosynthesis and signaling” is a metabolic
pathway contributing to the large rosette size in all three hybrid mimic
lines. This is not the only pathway contributing in this way, as the GO
analysis (8) identified other biological processes and genes shared
in the F1 hybrids and hybrid mimic lines. Photosynthesis was one of
the metabolic pathways noted in the HM-W and HM-S lines, but not
in the HM-G line. Genes associated with “defense response” and
“flower development”were significantly altered in the HM-G line, but
not in the other two hybrid mimic lines (Dataset S1, Tables S14–S16).
Because of these different subsets of DEGs, we examined
whether crosses between the three F6 hybrid mimic lines could
result in increased heterosis (HM-S × W, W × G, and S × G). In
the progeny of the interhybrid mimic crosses rosette diameters
exceeded the better parental hybrid mimic lines by 3–11%, but
there was no major gain compared with the original F1 hybrids
(Fig. 5 A and B). The aerial fresh weights of the intercross off-
spring were increased by 8–21% over its better hybrid mimic
parent. Intercross offspring with HM-G as one parent had
growth vigor in both rosette diameter and fresh weight equal to
the F1 hybrids (Fig. 5).
Transregulation in the F6 Hybrid Mimic Lines.Meiotic segregation of
chromosomal segments delivers genes key to the generation of a
particular phenotype, as suggested by the conservation of the
12 chromosomal segments in the hybrid mimics but not in the
small line. Expression of genes in other parts of the genome
could be under transregulation by loci in the 12 conserved seg-
ments. In the mimic lines, a gene expressed at a level different
from its expression level in the parent of origin must be under
transregulation. There were 2,518–4,066 genes expressed at a
different level in the F6 lines compared with the relevant parent,
accounting for 12–23% of the total genes defined by SNP anal-
ysis; equal numbers of genes were transregulated up or down
(Fig. 6A and Dataset S1, Table S17). The locations of trans-
regulated genes were distributed across the chromosomes in each
line (Fig. S6). A total of 249 genes are classified in the response to
auxin stimulus pathway, of which 113 were transregulated (Data-
set S1, Table S18), suggesting a difference in auxin biosynthesis
and downstream regulation of target genes in the hybrid mimic
lines compared with the parental lines. These data are consistent
with our finding of up-regulated auxin biosynthesis genes (YUCs)
and signaling genes (IAA29) in the hybrid mimic lines (Fig. 4A).
Our results suggest that selection of particular parental alleles
with transregulation of transcriptional activity can contribute to
Fig. 5. Intercrossing of hybrid mimics generates small increases in growth
vigor. The phenotypes (A), the rosette diameter measurements (B), and the
fresh weight measurements (C) of the two parents C24 and Ler, F1 hybrids,
three hybrid mimic lines, and the progeny of the intercrosses between the
hybrid mimics at 30 DAS. n > 25. Percentage shows the increased vigor
compared with the better parent hybrid mimic line.
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the generation of hybrid mimics. An example of coselection of
genes involved in transregulation is found in two genes regulat-
ing flowering time: FRIGIDA (FRI) and FLOWERING LOCUS
C (FLC). FRI regulates the flowering repressor FLC (25). In the
mimics FRI and FLC were selected, one from each of the par-
ents. The active FRI allele from C24 (FRIC24) has been selected
in the three hybrid mimics, but not in Sml-D and Med-F (Fig. 6B).
The FLC allele from Ler (FLCLer) (26) is present in all of the
hybrid mimic lines (Fig. 6C). The plant lines Med-F and Sml-D
containing the nonfunctional friLer had low expression of FLC, and
both lines showed an early flowering time similar to the Ler parent
(Fig. 6 B–D).
Discussion
The F1 hybrids from crosses of the C24 and Ler ecotypes have a
high level of hybrid vigor (heterosis) with uniform phenotypes in
plant biomass (6). Recurrent selection of the phenotypes dis-
played by individual F2 plants produced F6 plants with pheno-
types resembling the selected individual F2 plants. We produced
three hybrid mimic lines, a contrasting small phenotype line,
and two lines with intermediate rosette sizes. The hybrid mimic
lines (F6) maintained hybrid vigor properties in the subsequent
generation.
The three hybrid mimic lines shared 12 genomic segments,
4 from C24 and 8 from Ler. In the small line, these genomic
segments were derived from the alternative parent. Each seg-
ment is likely to include one or more loci necessary for the
generation of the hybrid phenotype. Each line differed in the end
points of the segments, which must have been generated by re-
combination events occurring during the selection process.
A physiological feature common to the hybrids and hybrid
mimics is that their seeds germinate earlier than the seeds of
either parent or the F6 small and medium lines. The recurrent
selection program based on the rosette diameter resulted in
cosegregation of genes for the early germination trait. Loci
concerned with early germination must also be present in one or
more of the 12 conserved genomic segments identified in the
hybrid mimics. The early germination character of the seeds of
the F1 hybrids and the pure breeding hybrid mimics may be a
useful diagnostic for the selection of high-performing hybrids.
Transregulation of genes as a consequence of the two parental
genomes being in the same nucleus could produce the changes in
gene expression, which promote hybrid vigor. In the hybrid
mimics 12–23% of genes were expressed at different levels than
they were in their parent of origin, suggesting the hybrid levels of
expression were inherited by the hybrid mimics. Transregulation
could also result from interaction with the epigenomes of the two
parents (27). The underlying basis of hybrid vigor lies in the al-
teration of the levels of gene activity in the F1.
Methylation can be one of the epigenetic processes modifying
expression levels of genes in the hybrid. In Columbia-0 (Col)/C24
hybrids, an active copy of the chromatin remodeler DECREASE
IN DNA METHYLATION (DDM1), which affects DNA methyl-
ation in all sequence contexts, is required for a wild-type level
of heterosis, whereas the alterations in gene expression produced
by transchromosomal methylation via the RNA-directed DNA
methylation (RdDM) pathway do not appear to contribute to hy-
brid vigor (28, 29).
Plant hormone networks play crucial roles in the growth of
plants. Both hybrids and hybrid mimic lines showed changes in
the levels of expression of genes in hormone pathways, and in
particular, of genes in the auxin metabolic pathways. In Arabi-
dopsis, auxin, in conjunction with other hormones, controls leaf
size by regulating both cell proliferation and cell expansion (30).
Increased auxin in early developmental stages of the hybrids
could account for C24/Ler F1 hybrids and the hybrid mimic
plants having large leaves due to both increased number and size
of cells (2). The auxin biosynthesis gene YUC8 and the auxin-
inducible gene IAA29, together with a number of auxin-responsive
genes known to promote plant size, were up-regulated in both the
hybrids and hybrid mimics, supporting the concept that an in-
creased auxin signaling cascade is a contributor to the F1 hybrid
phenotypes.
YUC8 and IAA29 are activated by the transcription factor
PIF4 (19, 20). The expression of the auxin biosynthesis genes
TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE OF ARABIDOPSIS 1
(TAA1) and YUC8 can be induced by transzeatin treatment in
wild-type plants, but not in a pif4 mutant, indicating PIF4 is re-
quired for cytokinin-dependent auxin biosynthesis, which leads
to cell division (22). PIF4 is a transacting regulator, which inte-
grates light signals and plant hormone pathways, including auxin,
ethylene, BR, GA, and CK to optimize plant growth and de-
velopment (31). In our analyses, the activities of the hormone-
associated PIF4 target genes (21) reflected the transcript level of
PIF4 in the different F6 plant lines (Fig. S5); PIF4 was up-
regulated in the plants with a F1 hybrid phenotype and down-
regulated in the plants with a smaller plant phenotype. A change
in plant hormone networks, particularly the auxin network, as a
consequence of the altered expression of PIF4, may contribute to
the increased biomass of the hybrids and hybrid mimic lines.
An altered circadian clock has been suggested to contribute to
hybrid vigor in the allotetraploid between Arabidopsis thaliana
and Arabidopsis arenosa and in the C24/Col F1 hybrid (32). The
Fig. 6. Transregulation in the F6 hybrid mimic lines. (A) Genes (12–23%)
with a defined genotype were under transregulation in the six F6 plant lines.
Red/green represents up-/down-regulated genes compared with the ex-
pression of the parent of origin of the allele. (B and C) The expression of FRI
(B) and FLC (C), in the two parents, F1 hybrids, three hybrid mimic lines, and
the other F6 plant lines. The red/blue/green bars represent the genotypes
C24 homozygous, Ler homozygous, and C24/Ler heterozygous (Heter.). The
transcriptome data for each gene are shown as normalized reads from at
least three biological replicates. Error bars = SEM. (D) Pictures of the plant
lines showing plant size and flowering time. Photos were taken at 35 DAS.
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transcription of PIF4 is under the control of the circadian
clock with high transcription levels at Zeitgeber time ZT 6 ± 3
(ZT = 0 refers to dawn) in long days (21). In our experiments,
the altered expression of PIF4 was at ZT = 7 ± 0.5; the altered
expression of the downstream target genes in the C24/Ler hybrids
and hybrid mimics could reflect an altered circadian regulation
by PIF4.
Unlike C24/Col hybrids which have been reported to accumulate
starch to a higher level than the parents (32), six genes in the car-
bohydrate biosynthetic pathway were down-regulated in the C24/Ler
hybrids and hybrid mimics. These include two genes involved in
starch biosynthesis, ADP-GLUCOSE PYROPHOSPHORYLASE
(APL3) and BRANCHING ENZYME 1 (DBE1), which were
down-regulated in the hybrids and the three hybrid mimic
lines, but were up-regulated or had no change in the medium or
small phenotype lines. Cross et al. (33) found Arabidopsis ac-
cessions having a larger rosette size tend to accumulate lower
amounts of starch; accessions with smaller rosettes are associ-
ated with a higher level of carbohydrate accumulation.
Eighteen nuclear-encoded photosynthesis genes, including six
genes encoding light-harvesting proteins, had decreased expres-
sion in the C24/Ler F1 hybrid and in two hybrid mimic lines
(HM-W and HM-S). This finding is unexpected because to en-
sure the energy supply for increased growth, more photosynthate
is needed in the hybrids and hybrid mimics than in the parents.
Parents and hybrids have the same photosynthesis capacity per
unit leaf area (3), suggesting that the lower transcription level of
the photosynthesis genes does not necessarily result in a de-
creased level of photosynthesis. A lower level of starch accumu-
lation in the hybrids could indicate more sugar from photosynthesis
is available for plant growth. When the production of sugar
reaches a threshold, the transcriptional repression of photosyn-
thesis pathway genes, including genes encoding light-harvesting
proteins, occurs (34).
The use of hybrid mimics in a strategy to identify genes im-
portant for hybrid vigor has worked because the stringent re-
current selection process assembles all of the genes necessary for
the large F1-like phenotype carried on a small number of ho-
mozygous segments distributed over the chromosomes of the
genome. By using more hybrid mimic lines it should be possible
to narrow down to key genes in the segments. This same strategy
may be used to identify key genes and pathways in other plant
species, including crops.
Materials and Methods
C24/Ler hybrids were produced by hand-pollination between Arabidopsis
accessions C24 and Landsberg erecta (Ler). C24/Ler hybrid mimic lines, gen-
erated by the recurrent selection described previously (2), were renamed
based on their phenotypes: L3-1-1-2 (HM-W), L4-2-1-2 (HM-S), and L2-1-1-1
(HM-G), L1-2-1-1 (Med-E), S2-1-1-1 (Med-F), and S1-1-1-1 (Sml-D). Plants were
grown on Murashige and Skoog (MS) plates (3% sucrose and 0.8% wt/vol
agar supplemented) under 16-h light (22 °C)/8-h dark (18 °C) conditions. The
aerial tissues of 15 d MS plate-grown seedlings of two parents C24 and Ler,
F1 hybrids, and F6 plant lines were collected at time ZT = 7 ± 0.5 (ZT = 0 refers
to dawn) and were subjected to RNA extraction using the Plant DNeasy kit
(Qiagen). mRNA-seq service was provided by the Australian Genome Re-
search Facility (AGRF) on the Illumina platform. Raw and processed RNA-seq
data are deposited in GEO (accession no. GSE94547). Sequenced reads
alignment was performed using BioKanga 3.4.5 (https://sourceforge.net/
projects/biokanga/). Mapped reads were normalization based on library size.
The DEseq package was used to determine significant differences in gene
expression between samples under the “RStudio” environment. Gene en-
richment analysis was performed on the AgriGO platform (bioinfo.cau.edu.
cn/agriGO/) (8). SNP analysis and parent-of-origin analysis were performed as
in the previous paper (2) with slight change of parameters. Detailed infor-
mation can be found in SI Materials and Methods.
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